The domains required to direct core proteins of hepatitis C virus and GB virus-B to lipid droplets share common features with plant oleosin proteins.
In mammalian tissue culture cells, the core protein of hepatitis C virus (HCV) is located at the surface of lipid droplets, which are cytoplasmic structures that store lipid. The critical amino acid sequences necessary for this localization are in a region of core protein that is absent in flavi- and pestiviruses, which are related to HCV. From our sequence comparisons, this region in HCV core was present in the corresponding protein of GBV-B, another virus whose genomic sequence has significant similarity to HCV. Expression of the putative GBV-B core protein revealed that it also was directed to lipid droplets. By extending the comparisons to cellular proteins, there were amino acid sequence similarities between the domains for lipid droplet association in HCV core and plant oleosin proteins. To determine whether these similarities were related functionally, an oleosin encoded by the Brassica napus bniii gene was expressed in different mammalian cell lines, where it retained the capacity to bind to lipid droplets. Analysis of deletion mutants indicated that the critical region within the protein required for this localization was the same for both plant and mammalian cells. A common feature in the viral and plant sequences was a motif containing proline residues. Mutagenesis of these residues in HCV core and plant oleosin abolished lipid droplet association. Finally, the domain within HCV core required for binding to lipid droplets could substitute for the equivalent domain in oleosin, further indicating the functional relatedness between the viral and plant sequences. These studies identify common features in disparate proteins that are required for lipid droplet localization.